










































































































































































































i I

innvoat~ve ways to deal with policy change for the large majority of poor,

destitute Black people--and not just the incremental, let's go slow, slow,

slow --we need more than electoral politics? I think we must look at creative

ways people can demonstrate other than the spontaneous situation that occurred

in Miami, which suggests that the fuse has been lit in most urban areas.

MORRIS: I have to agree with your basic premises by observing that

politics, as we are talking about it, is occurring at the margins of the

system. There are great constraints as to what mayors in small towns and in

big cities can do. And, the traditional process of politics as we have

discussed has to do mainly with very minor adjustments in terms of who

gets what. I do not think those minor adjustments will ever address the

broader problems that Black people and the society face. If we believe in

the persistence of the political system in the future as it now exists--

and I know I am going ta stir some controversy--we have to write off the

expectation that we can significantly alter the status of the vast army

of poor people, and Black people in our society. It is not going to happen.

I suspect that one can only address that kind of issue by looking to very

profound changes \Il.ithin the total system of our society with regard to

how benefits and opportunities are distributed.

Thus, we really have to confine ourselves to dealing with marginal

changes here and there and not to these more profound changes.

WATSON: Historically we have talked about the Black community as

being a monolithic community. We have stressed that we agree on the goals

in terms of our in~lusion in the social,' etonomte, and political environments.

But we have not agreed on the strategy.. It was in the 1960s and the 1970s

that we moved from what some scholars have called confrontation politics

(boycotting, etc.) into the formal electoral system in an effort to
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































